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Prague & Czech Republic
Entertainment & Teambuilding
• Cooking Classes
• Wine Tasting
• James Bond / Mission Impossible
• A tours of Prague
• Beer Tours
• Prague Legends and Myths
• Drumming
• IPad Scavenger Hunt
• Grafiti Alternative Tour
• Ice Sculptures

• Manto Gallery

Cooking Classes
The courses combine practical education and fun exploration of professional cuisine. We will teach you how to
prepare typical Czech dishes as well as international specialities. Our experienced hosts will guide you through
the entire course. In the unique ambiance filled with cooking and culinary experiments, you will discover new
techniques and experience fun worth remembering. The courses are aimed at individuals, or groups 6 to 15
persons, depending on the requirements. And cookery courses are definitely a great gift idea (team-building
events and corporate celebrations). No previous experience is necessary in order to participate in our courses.
Leave the worries on us! We will also take care of the shopping list, including drinks for your refreshment.
The cookery courses are organized in a newly renovated atelier fitted with professional appliances anufactured
by DeDietrich as well as with French copper cookware, providing an inspiring environment where cooking is
pure joy. The atelier also includes six fully equipped work desks. You will taste your dishes as they are prepared
throughout the course. And of course, you are free to take anything you will cook back home with you and
impress your family and friends. Most of the courses last about 3-4 hours (unless different information is
provided).

Cooking Class

Wine Tasting – Svata Klara
Tour: The Svatá Klára Vineyard
On this guided tour you will see one of the most beautiful historical vineyards of Prague and you will
have the opportunity to taste its wines. You will also visit the winery of Troja and the Botanical
Garden of Prague with its lovely expositions in the Fata Morgana Glasshouse. Start from drive in a
luxury Oldsmobile cars along the Vltava river bank. At the end of your journey there is beautiful
Svatá Klára vineyard. In the picturesque vineyard house right in the middle of the vineyard you will
taste local wines and later enjoy Czech specialties for lunch. After lunch there is a guided tour
through the vineyard with some basic facts about vineyard management and winemaking. The
Svatá Klára vineyard is today a part of the Botanical Garden of Prague. That means not only that
you will enjoy one of the most beautiful views over Prague and the Chateau of Troja, but you will
also have an opportunity to visit the fantastic Fata Morgana Glasshouse.

Wine Tasting – Svata Klara

Prague Wine Tour
A little more challenging is
An unguided tour which will take you to see nearly all current vineyards within the territory of Prague. First
you will see a very interesting project right below the Prague Castle, called Svato-václavská vinice (Saint
Wenceslas Vineyard) with nearly all grape varieties planted in the Czech Republic. You cannot miss this
fabulous vineyard because Saint Wenceslas is the patron of our winemakers. From the Prague Castle you’ll be
taken to Troja to see the Svatá Klára vineyard where you can taste some local wines. Subsequently you will
continue to the centre of Prague – to a part called Vinohrady (The Vineyards). Even the name of this borough
reminds us of the famous wine history of Prague. Here, in a beautifully reconstructed pavilion of the Grébovka
vineyard you can taste some local wines and then head to the Mozaika restaurant for lunch. The chef of
Mozaika works only with local ingredients and every day prepares an interesting menu. Selected wines to
accompany you lunch are of course prepared too. Small group / 1h Wine tasting

Prague Wine Tour

Time of Rudolf II.

SPY Janes Bond / Mission Impossible
We offer extraordinary scavenger spy game in Prague city streets. The spy hunt
starts in the morning or after the lunch. Commander of Prague department of MI6 /
CIA appears with the introduction speech together with local agents. Than we divide
whole group into small spy units. Every team gets spy box with digital camera,
compass, GPS navigator, binocular and own local agent. During the mission team
meet with assassins wearing the red ties to make their mission impossible!! Team
should locate hidden envelopes, blind maps, have to translate secret words, find out
computer expert or even deactivate the bomb. The route of the spy hunt is through
the city centre of Prague – Lesser Town, around Charles Bridge and old Town Square.

SPY James Bond / Mission Impossible

Tour of Prague
We offer an interactive tour of Prague city centre. After short briefing we divide guests into the small
teams. Each team receives map of Prague, game quiz (questions of Prague and Czech history) and
digital camera. On the route they meet various figures from the past. Those figures introduce and
tell them their story, in the end of each speech ask for more questions. We offer W. A. Mozart, A.
Dvorak, Rabbi Löw, Charles IV, soldier Svejk, Franz Kafka and many others. Beside the game quiz,
team compete in several games such as chopping the apples with executioner, painting picture with
Alfons Mucha, mixing elixirs with alchemist or even sing a song with famous Czech singer Emma
Destin ( her picture is on banknote 2000).
It is 100% outdoor activity. Event duration for 2,5 – 3 hours and it is located in the Prague centre.

Tour of Prague

Beer Hunt
For beer lovers we offer interactive tour in Prague with visit of famous
Prague’s pub. In the begging of the game we do short briefing and we divide
guests into small teams. Each team receives game page with instructions, map
of Prague and digital camera. The aim of the game is to visit as much pubs as
it gets and taste local beers. As evidence teams should make funny photos at
every pub. In the end of the game prizing!
It is 50% outdoor and 50% indoor activity. Event duration for 2,5 – 3 hours and
it is Located in the Prague centre.

Beer Hunt

Prague Moviemakers
In the begging of moviemaker’s event we do short briefing, our speaker introduces movie game and
technical rules. Than we divide all participants into small movie crew. Participants pick up their
professions – director, screenwriter, actor and actress, cameraman, lighting technical, clapboard girl,
musician etc. The aim is to shoot at least 120 second of commercial spot on company products. Each
team might use wide costumes wardrobe, wigs collection, CD library and movie catering. Now is
time for real filming in the city streets and for great fun. Every team gets map of Prague with
famous locations (spots where Hollywood movies were filmed). During the event our cameraman
does movie about the movie and later on is time for Academy Award Ceremony. There is projection
of all movies on large screen. Academy gives out the prizes for the best man actor, the best woman
actor, the best film etc. After the event we edit all clips and deliver for every member as DVD gifts. It
is 50% outdoor and 50% indoor activity. Event duration for 2, 5 – 3 hours and it is located in the
Prague centre.

Prague Moviemakers

Prague Legends & Myths
We offer night mystical walk through old city centre with costume guide – our
legend teller. We divide guest into several teams, every participant gets
lantern and black coat. Our legend guide, in funny way, introduces local
legends and myth, during the walk teams meet with life actor – ghosts. Guide
show guests secret narrow streets and dark passages of the old town. It is
100% outdoor activity. Event duration for 2 hours and it is located in the
Prague Centre.

Prague Legends & Myths

Drumming
Team music game, where all are winners! After a brief welcome, we divide
participants into several smaller teams, each team member gets an African djembe
drum or timber and rattles. Under the guidance of music assistant follows the
harmonization of the group to the same rhythm, from simple to more complex
rhythms.
The culmination of the event is a team play with all participants in the same
thundering rhythm, friendly common experience. The program can be expanded in
the first part with production of own drums with creative decorations.

Drumming

iPad Scavenger Hunt
After a short briefing, groups are divided into teams by 6-10 participants. Each
team gets an iPad2 with game instruction. Every team follows instruction on
the iPad and answer questions about Prague and Czech Republic. Besides that,
team uses iPad for video making, for Czech language lessons, sing a song
competition, use map and navigate to bonus checkpoint, use digital compass,
make photos during the game. iPad2 batteries could easily fit for all day game!
Enjoy…

Movie Location Tour
An interactive city game Movie location tour. After a short briefing, we divide
the group into the teams by 4-5 participants. Each team gets an iPad2 with
game instruction. In the game device are saved location, exact places where
famous movies were filmed, such as Casino Royale, Mission Impossible 4,
G.I.Joe, xXx, Bad Company, Van Helsing etc.The teams goal is to discover these
places, have a look on short scene of those movies on Youtube and finnaly try
to shoot a similar scene with its original dialogue. After the game we get to
the big screen and award the best scene.

Movie Location Tour

Grafiti – Prague Alternative Tour
Team-painting, spraying of graffiti on a large foam boards. Wide variation of the colored sprays and protective equipment
is available. The team spirit together with individual approach create great event. You will learn about the history of the
graffiti scene in Eastern Europe and get to produce your very own large scale graffiti piece outdoors with help and
instruction from professional local graffiti artist.
The workshop takes you through every stage of producing a graffiti piece, from thinking up and roughly sketching your
ideas onto a paper, to learning the techniques used by graffiti artists and spraying your design onto a wall.
You will learn tricks and techniques of ‘can control’, so that yo can quickly get to grips with the medium. These techniques
include everything from the very basics of drawing a line, a circle or a square, to more complex tricks such as fill-ins, fades,
shines, drop shadows and key-lines. These techniques are then used in creating your very own wall mural masterpiece.
Under the supervision and guidance of our artist, you’ll be amazed at what a complete beginner can create in a short
space of time.
The workshop is for beginners as well as those with some experience, available also as a group workshop.

Grafiti - Prague Alternative Tours

Ice Scupltures
One of the great and unusual outdoor art teambuilding activity. Each team will
have one large ice block, the challenge will be to carve original ice sculpture,
all under the supervision of a sculptor and his assistants. Guests will receive
carving chisels, gloves and protective eyewear.

Ice Scupltures

Manto Gallery
In addition to unique gifts we will be pleased to organize a unique event for you. With our team, we
can realize a workshop at your chosen location and provide your clients an unforgettable experience.
On top of that we also offer an exclusive opportunity to rent portable furnaces with a glass blowing
show.
Manto Gallery of Functional and Fine Art is the newest project of Antonin Manto, one of the leading
Czech glass artists specializing in functional art, namely bohemian crystal and cast-iron. The gallery
which is located in the very heart of Prague is not only an exhibition space for him, but it is also a
unique space which allows Manto's team to organize talks with artists, creative workshops and
many more social events with artistic atmosphere. Tony Manto is ready to meet his individual clients
there and discuss their specific ideas and needs. Manto Gallery is the ultimate place to experience
art.

Manto Gallery
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GO Karts
Kart centre offers you the real racing on the longest kart track in Europe. Its length is
910 meters and it can be divided to 710 half-track and 200 child track. There are
more than 30 curves and average speed reaches as much as 40kmph. Track is
situated in old glasshouse which provides great light conditions and it is heated in
winter and air-conditioned in summer. Next to track is situated restaurant with
excellent cuisine (grilled specialties on open fire, fresh salads and delicious desserts)
and rich offer of wines, drinks, cocktails etc. For your private or company event the
kart centre is ready to provide complete catering service including live music and
professional speaker. The private parking houses 100 cars.

GO Karts

Trabant Rally
• We offer funny race in the Prague city street with old-fashion Communists cars originally
from East Germany, with famous “Trabant”. Start of the rally usually from the hotel, after
the short briefing we divide guests into small teams of three members. Every team gets
map of Prague, road books, digital camera, Trabant car history booklet and own Trabant
car with driver. The aim of the rally is find three checkpoints in Prague, client’s help with
navigation – on the checkpoints we do funny games such as sing a song, make an action
photo with Trabant etc. On the last checkpoint is time for driving lesson with Trabants,
members might try to drive car on their own. Afterwards we offer more games, just like
load the carriage, blind slalom, push the car without engine and many others. There can
be only one best Trabant team! The best team gets prizes – little models of Trabant cars.It
is 100% outdoor activity. Duration is for 3 hours. Location - Prague centre.

Trabant Rally

Vintage Skoda Rally
Participants driving on their own! We offer funny race in the country side around
Prague with old-fashion Skoda cars from 80ties. Start of the rally is usually on the
edge of Prague, here we welcome and brief the group. Afterwards we create teams
of for participants. Every team gets map, road book with instruction, Skoda car
history booklet, digital camera, Dictaphone and mobile phone. The aim of the rally is
find several checkpoints on the route (50km), on the route teams should make
photos, compete in funny games, blind slalom, push the car; they should contact
with inhabitants and may others. The rally is not measured, points are more
important! Team with highest score wins and gets prizes – little Skoda models. It is
100% outdoor activity. Duration is for 4 hours and it is located in the countryside.

Vintage Skoda Rally

Skoda Rally

Milovice Military & Off Road Action
This big 200ha area is situated 25 km from Prague, North-east way. On this 200ha area, you can enjoy a ride in military technology, we own infantry fighting vehicles,
tanks and other special vehicles including cars Hummer H1.On our extreme track you can test your own machine. There are several play areas for paintball and laser
shooting shotgun.
Armored car BVP - BVP - infantry fighting vehicle, the iron monster shows in tankodrome merciless terrain, steep descents and lift, skids, adrenaline ride for daring
enthusiasts. Rides BVP are the cornerstone of any proper corporate events or team building. Also, you can order the hour or half-hour program, which will issue a gift
certificate. Besides BVP ride awaits you tour our battle with the interpretation of the stable and in the case of interest of management of this steel colossus.
TANK T55 - medium tank T - 55 is a combat tracked vehicle armed with 100 mm gun and coaxial machine gun 7.62 mm. Monster leaving behind burned ground. There is
tankodrome you can test ride this popular tank; also organize the destruction of cars and more.
HUMMER H1 - U.S. Army vehicle, H1 was founded from a military vehicle called Humvee after the Gulf War, when the HMMWV was successfully deployed. This version
went into production in 1992. Much credit for putting the civilian version of has Arnold Schwarzenegger, who bought five cars Hummer after its launch. The annual
production was about 1,000 copies.
Tankodrome resort offers a unique space with tracks on which Hummer H1 show what it
comes with. Fulfill your dream, come and ride Hummer H1!
Tatra 813 - Czechoslovak special heavy off-road truck, 8x8 military version KOLOS that is able to pull trailers up to a total weight of 100 tons. Hour program includes carriage barn tour with commentary, about 7km ride Tatra.
Quads, buggies and other cars - powerful machines Suzuki and Polaris, special track to test each rider. We rent a really powerful machine for every off-road enthusiast.
Kraz – 17th April 1958 the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union decided to build a plant for heavy-duty vehicles thus invented the Kraz, the
biggest car, which was approved by the traffic on the roads. Automobile Kraz you can found only in our offer. Hour program includes - carriage barn tour with
commentary, about 7km ride Kraz in case of interest as well as teaching driving (solved with clients individually).
Shotgun ranges - discipline called trap or trap shooting, shooter equipped with a double-barreled shotgun or rifle. Shotgun - he is shooting the pigeons (disks with a
diameter of 108 mm, which special projectors to the range fires out irregularly speed of 30 meters per second (108 km / h) to a distance of 15 meters and more from the
perspective of the shooter to the left, right and straight.
Paintball - contactless adrenalin sport, which is used to disable opponents weapons that shoot balls of gelatine. These balls are expelled from the gun expanding
compressed air or CO2. We have a few options courses
Airsoft - a modern kind of military sport similar to paintball, instead of munitions with colour in it but use small ceramic balls. Airsoft is played in many concepts from
pure imitation of real sport after military units, including the same equipment and training. We prepare battles against professional soldiers, when your group will be
assigned by the soldier tactics.

Milovice Military & Off Road Action

Milovice Military & Off Road Action

Milovice Military & Off Road Action

Historical Tram
The Prague Public Transport Company provides sightseeing and circuit tours in historic trams year-round.
Depending on customer requirements, the route and length as well as the boarding and disembarking
locations or any eventual waiting can be agreed upon. Upon customer request, refreshments and music can
also be provided in trams. An interesting addition to a stay in Prague can also be a trip through night-time
Prague.The ride can commence anywhere in the entire electrical rail network. It's best to begin and end the
ride at Střešovice Depot, where one can also visit the Public Transit Museum, and where your bus can park
during the entire event free of charge. If you begin the tour at the Střešovice Depot, it can take the following
route: Hradčanská, Strossmayerovo náměstí, Náměstí Republiky, Václavské náměstí, Národní divadlo,
Staroměstská, Malostranská, Pražský hrad (Prague Castle), Brusnice and finish in Depot. This route
corresponds to a fee for one hour.

Historical Tram

Historical Car & Bus Transfers
Historical cars or bus trip offers sightseeing in the centre of Old Prague in the
Czech old-timers from years 1928 – 1935. This is the original historic cars
Praga, Czech production. All cars are after renovation. These cars were
considered at the time as a luxury cars. Sightseeing tours in old-timer cars
Praga with experienced drivers Night tours of Prague castle Good prices

Historical Car & Bus Transfers

Electro Bike Tour
Let’s explore Prague on the bike or E-bike. Let’s try sightseeing in Prague with
this possibility. We have for you well maintained bikes and e- bikes. The Prague
main highlights can be explored as well as Prague surrounds with beautiful
nature sceneries. Driving along the river can be nice and memorable
experience for your customers.

Prague Electro Bike Tour

Segway Prague Tour
Now you can enjoy view of Prague in another way. Do not hesitate and try
sightseeing in Prague with new possibility. We have for you special type –
Segway. Segway is unique two-wheeled electric vehicle which use movement
using dynamic stabilization. Unlike the cars have only two wheels, on which
every ground separately maintains balance.

Segway Prague Tour
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Air Baloon Flight
WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF HOT AIR BALLOONING
Experience an ultimate balloon flight over the beautiful countryside of the Czech Republic. You will see the towns, castles and cities in a way that
you have never have seen them before.
A balloon drifts slowly and majestically over the landscape, allowing you to soak up the view, be a part of it rather than just an observer. You hear
the dogs barking, see surprised people looking up in wonder and finally arrive back on earth with a slight bump, knowing that you have
experienced something rather special.

Flying conditions:
The good weather is required. Weather must be dry, the visibility to be least 5 km and the wind to be less than 4 m/sec. Only the licensed pilots
can decide if the flight is possible.
Morning - launch takes place no later than 2 hours after sunrise
Evening - launch takes place in the last 2 hours before sunset.
Flight roughly takes one hour following preparations of about 30 minutes. Whilst there is no age limit, children must be accompanied by an adult.
Flying Area: in the vicinity of the picturesque Konopiště castle, situated 40 km south of Prague.
Additional information:
We drift along with a wind. This varies in strength and changes direction at different heights although we rarely exceed 500m. The basket is
completely steady and provides a wonderful platform for taking photographs. The pilot adjusts the height of the balloon by changing the
temperature of the air inside it. Regular blasts from the powerful propane burner heat this air. Burn more often and you go up, less frequently and
you come down. Simple!
We offer a small adventure........and might give you even more
Balloon with maximum capacity of 3 pax or 6 pax

Air Baloon Flight

Tandem Jump
Tandem jump is the easiest way how to experience something you have been
only dreaming about...
Short briefing before the jump. Increase of adrenalin levels during the aircraft
flight. Wonderful feeling during the exit. Beauty of the freefall with the
freedom of a bird, Slight down your spine during the canopy opening
Parachute flying Finally soft landing on the ground Tandem jump certificate
Photos or Videos.

Tandem Jump

Paint Ball
By Zličin – Prague West it used to be a military headquarters, 11 buildings, battlefield area, 32000 m2, the largest paintball centre in Central
Europe Possibility of paintball game for group of 100 PAX at the same time or groups of 50 PAX (red and blue ones), in every smaller group we
would make smaller units by 10 – 20 PAX which would be fulfilling tasks (getting rtefacts, conquering fields). For every done task unit obtains
points for themselves and for the big group (red or blue ones). Winner is who gets the highest no. of points on the total (points for unit and for red
or blue ones).
Paintball INDOOR Prague Wenceslas square
Located in the centre of Prague, exactly at the Prague 1, Wenceslas square. Only one Paintball centre in the Prague. You can choose from the 3
packages. Minimum number of players is 6 and max 25 players.
Paint ball OUTDOOR PITKOVICE
Brand new outside special field for playing Paintball! It is situated south-east at the suburbs of Prague, field has more 10 000 square meter and
you can enjoy outside atmosphere of playing this game.
You can choose from 2 packages.

Paint Ball

Rafting
The only canal with constantly running water can be found in Prague-Troja.
You will have the opportunity to raft on a wild-water canal, where world
masters and our Czech Olympic champion train. You will raft down-stream
with qualified guides. These rafting tours are for the experienced and
inexperienced people to. Chronological plan: 3 hours in total. Rafting takes 2
hours and remaining time is dedicated to change of dress and preparation of
needed material. Terms of rafting: TBA

Rafting

Curling Arena
Curling is a game of skill. The game was established more than 500 years ago in Scotland, so it comes from a similar cultural background as golf or
croquet. From the Scotland sport very quickly move to the northwest and northern Europe, as evidenced by the first recorded Mural painting
Flemish painter Pieter Breugel. Later it curling expanded overseas, particularly in cold Canada has become one of the most popular sports in
general.
In reality, curling in a recreational form physically undemanding game for two teams of four players who must demonstrate team spirit, ability to
concentrate, estimate distance and strategic thinking. This curling Arena is situated south in part of Prague, There are 4 lines in the hall and close
to the hall is also restaurant. Including: All lines, cloakrooms, curling equipment, organization of tournament, delegated instructors from 1st
league, instructors are available for the whole tournament and players can ask them for everything they want.
Shoes: It is very important to have clean shoes. All of shoes of persons will be control before going to the ice lines. Each participant may receive one
special shoe slippery sleeve. Each person is necessary to bring sport shoes with you. There are about 6 – 9 degrees Celsius, so it is important to be
warm dressed.
Trophy for winning team: For winners there are prices. Curling stones made from the glass with average long of 6 cm. Restaurant: Non – smoking
restaurant SPHERA is offering: modern environment designed according to he principles of Feng-Shui, full disabled access, views of curling track. If
you will be interested in the Buffet style refreshment of preparing menu, through the action, do not hesitate to contact us.

Curling Arena

Ice Hockey Match
For sporting groups we offer real ice hockey tournament. After the arrival on
the ice stadium we do short briefing, then we divide guests into small teams of
10-15 participants. Every team starts with warm up in the cloakroom!
Everyone gets full ice hockey equipment, starting with underwear and finishing
with jerseys (we could provide uniforms with company logo), then we do skate
practice on the ice ring and then finally ice hockey tournament.
Great fun and adrenalin even for nonskaters. During the game, refreshment
are available on the ice stadium. Gold medals for winning team!

Ice Hockey Match

Shooting
First Shooting range is situated in North-east part of Prague.
The complex tunnels shooting ranges Rajská Zahrada offers you shooting training, courses,
classes, races, competitions and events in two shooting ranges of 50 and 150 meters. Both
range are independent and allow shooting on the move. 50 meters shooting range is
intended for defensive shooting normal calibre pistol and revolver and is equipped gym
type "Gorodek". 150 meters shooting range is designed for aiming and shooting defence
from both short and long arms and is equipped with obstacle course and variable screens.
We offer advanced colour training target company ESP, classic paper, drop and special
targets and protective equipment.
During the shooting is also possible to provide presentation of the most modern Czech
weapons, reflect tutorials etc. For those who are hungry, it is possible to provide reception.
Feel free to contact us for further information.
Shooting range is situated in the Prague commercial zone Průhonice-Čestlice. It is in the
South-east of Prague.
Your shooting skills come here to try a wide range of visitors - from athletes who are
directly involved in the shooting, through individuals and groups without firearm licenses,
to police man. It is a dual-covered hall, so shooting does not depend on any weather. There
are 10 sites in two halls, which can be linked together.

Shooting
Events up to 100 pax
Two independent indoor ranges that can be linked into one with 10 habitats
10 (5 +5) firing points, shooting at 25m, auto riding targets,
Wide comfortable firing points to 1.5 m wide,
Extra powerful three-way pressurized ventilation on performance of one cubic meter / sec.
Ballistic specifications - ranges meets the European standard for pistol discipline, to shoot with us, you can use the weapon to high performance
.44 Rem. Magnum and is permitted to use sheathed ammunition. Shooting of carbines, rifles in this performance is possible (shooting from
hunting rifles 7.62 x39, .308 win, .223 rem, etc. is not allowed).
Shooting package Premium includes:
10 shots - BROWNING with collimator or MP15 (New = now you have a choice from MP15 and still in two versions)
5 +5 shots (5 shots are intended for competition) - Gun 9mm - You can choose from six brands:
WALTHER-P99, Glock 17, Ruger 89, SIG SAUER P226 Sport, Para Ordnance LDA Limited and BERETTA 92FS
5 shots - Carabine rifle-calibre Ruger 9mm Luger
5 shots - Gun .45 ACP - PARA Ordnance
6 rounds - .38Spec/.357 Magnum Revolver - Ruger GP100
1 shot - DESERT EAGLE.44 or Revolver Ruger Redhawk .44 Rem.Magnum
NEW 2013: Exclusive for this package now shooting from other new options. According to personal choice, you can either run out 10 shots of
standard BROWNING , or instead of BROWNING you can choose shooting from MP15 or MP15 pistol rifle = it depends to you what model you
choose.

Shooting

Sky Dive Arena Prague
• Skydive arena is the first wind tunnel - free fall simulator in Central and Eastern Europe. This is a new form of
adrenaline entertainment, so-called indoor skydiving which is intended for the general public and professional skydivers
for their training. Skydive arena is the only tunnel in the world with a circular glass flight chamber, which is 14 meters
height. In this chamber with a diameter of 4.3 m the air flows from a speed of 160 - 300 km/h and thus creates
identical conditions as in free fall.
• Everyone here can experience what it's like to fly at a safe altitude under constant supervision of experienced
instructors. Flying in a wind tunnel is designed for all people from 5 years of age. Every client who comes to fly first
passes through a short briefing, where they learn the basic principles of tunnel flying (basic body position, signals for
communication with the instructor during the flight). Then get protective equipments - tunnel suit, goggles and helmet.
The clients are always in the flight chamber with an instructor who helps them and teaches them how to control their
body in a stream of air. After flying, the client can look at the recording of the flight and perform the analysis with an
instructor. As the memory of this extraordinary experience you can take away the DVD.
• Parts of Skydive arena
• Restaurant
The restaurant has 70 seats in a standard set up, but furniture can be converted according to the type and
requirements of the event and increase the capacity up to 100 pax. A unique restaurant having views of the flight
chamber
• Conference hall
Conference hall with capacity of up to 100 seats/ theatre set up is available within the same building. It is already
equipped with all necessary equipment: data projector, screen, lectern and modern furniture. With Professional
services, non-traditional representative spaces, Skydive Arena offers a wide range of options for up to 100 pax.
• Helicopter flights — in addition to flying in the wind tunnel, we also offer helicopter flights of the R-44, the landing is
possible next to Skydive arena. Helicopters can be an interesting complement to your corporate event or party, or
surprise for major clients

Dragon Boats
Crew: 18 paddlers (minimum 16, maximum 20) + drummer and steersman.
Crew sits by two people side to side per bench in the direction of the drive. The drummer sits opposite to the drive at the front facing the crew. He sets the rhythm by drumming. The steersman stands at
the back of the boat and sets the direction of the boat.
Group event options
1/ Group of 20 persons- One boat (it would be possible to split the team in two boats by 10 paddlers, but this is really the very minimum to have 10 people paddling in one Dragon Boat). For the event
on one boat the program would consist of the basic training, 200m race (with no race opponent, just against the watch with comparing the time result with usual results for this race distance), the
sightseeing cruise in a relaxed pace and finally one more 200m race to compare the result against the first attempt, checking if there was any improvement. Optionally it is also possible to organize a
fun race in pulling the boat (tug of war) with small teams of paddlers (6 or 8 persons each).
2/ Group of 50 persons- A) Three teams of 16, 16 and 18 participants, in the three boats. Program at a single boat will include basic training. The 200 m race (on time, without rival, the results of the
comparison, with the usual times on this track). Sightseeing cruises in a relaxed pace and attempt to Improve the second time and the final race. To diversify the program can be completed with an
entertaining race in the dragging boat (small teams of 8 athletes).
B) Alternatively you can use the two ships with alternating double and single crew and organize races each with each (three races of two boats). Now the price would be lower, but it is necessary to also
provide supplementary program for crew ashore. Participants enjoy dragon boats only half the time than with model with three ships.
3/ Group of 100 persons- Either 5 ships without changing or changing with 3 boats. The variant with alternating scheme we prepared with a process key races (qualifications and finals). Program is
similar to the above, the basic training, and the 200 m race (on time, without rival, the comparison result with the usual times on this track). Sightseeing cruise in a relaxed pace followed to chance to
improve the second time, the final race.
Other locations out of Prague are possible. For Example: Slapy, Orlík, Máchovo jezero, Rybník svět etc.

Dragon Boats

Offer of performances

